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Silent Kevin Goes Off. | Spatula In The Wilderness

Film director (and actor) Kevin Smith was kicked off of a Southwest Airlines flight Saturday for
being overweight. This may be the first time a celebrity has been booted off an airliner for an
infraction that seemingly only happens to regular schlubs. Smith went off on a Twittering rant for the

ages that eventually prompted some of the followers to tell him to cool it with
the foul, vitriolic updates. Eventually, though, reps for Southwest did get in
touch with Smith and offered him free diet 7-Up (“Tastes just like regular 7-
Up”) and plastic jr. pilot’s wings.

There are some steps the airlines can take to accommodate the overweight.
Here are some possible solutions to make everyone happy:

→Fly Greyhound buses. Seriously, slap some wings on the silver dogs. Sure, they’re just as
crowded as planes and the smell is one-of-a-kind. I’ve had dates where I wasn’t as close to the
person next to me as on an average Greyhound ride. Still, when have you ever seen anybody kicked
off a bus for being fat? Buses and the overweight are like the marriage of white bread and
mayonnaise. They just go together. Besides, you’re only having to lift the folks about six feet off the
ground, so there isn’t any aerodynamic issue.

→Take the seats out altogether. Just put those little subway straps and have everybody stand. The
airlines have probably already thought about this one. The overseas flights could be a problem and
instead of complimentary peanuts and soft drinks they’d have to hand out deodorant sticks and Dr.
Scholls. For heaven’s sake, though. Neil, Buzz and 10 other men landed on the moon doing just
that-standing up for the ride down. Sure, they were in 1/6 gravity and water-cooled suits, but if it was
good enough for the astronauts, it’s good enough for the overweight American flying public.

→Knock everybody out. The Dharma Initiative submarine captains on the TV show Lost touched
on a good idea. Just sedate the passengers, check them in as baggage and fill the planes. In fact,
the airlines could use C-130′s and just drop passengers over intended destinations via zip-line.

→Make airline travel so frustrating no person wants to do it. Oh wait… .

→Put Kevin Smith in charge of domestic airline seating policy. Just don’t ask him to land on a
frozen river or push a plane down the tarmac if it gets stuck. Onward and upward. Whichever comes
first.
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